Geospatial Data Engineer Job Description
Company background
Map of Ag is a global pioneer in agricultural analysis and modelling technology. We provide expert knowledge
and insight to agriculture and food chain industries from our offices in the UK, Argentina and New Zealand.
Providing access to intelligently sourced data and information from farms, we enable businesses within the
agriculture industry and food chain to maximise the impact of planning and decision-making.
We are a young and exciting technology company building a web-based platform for managing and using
data in the agricultural sector.

Role
We are expanding our development team and a role has arisen for a Python Data Engineer to join the Data
Engineering Team based in Kidlington, just north of Oxford.
The Data Engineering team is responsible for the development and maintenance of a cloud-based, scalable
data storage and processing platform that powers data-driven solutions for Map of Ag and its customer
base.
We are looking to grow the geospatial capabilities of this platform and therefore seek a Geospatial Data
Engineer to help develop these capabilities. This role will require a good knowledge of Open Source
geospatial technologies such as Geoserver, PostGIS and other geospatial tools/libraries, as well as an
understanding of geospatial data and service standards such as Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) and
community standards. This role will require significant development work, mainly in Python - to help build
our core data engineering infrastructure.
The Geospatial Data Engineer will be work closely with the rest of the team and with the core data
engineering platform which is based around MongoDB, Apache Airflow and Python and is hosted on AWS
(CentOS) and MongoDB Atlas, and may be required to extend or adapt this platform to implement
geospatial, or other, capabilities.
This role would suit somebody looking for a challenging role in a rapidly-evolving startup environment. You
would join a growing team of developers working to build the Map of Ag data platform. There will be an
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opportunity to learn new skills and technologies in this role, through a combination of self-learning and
working with other developers on the team.

Reporting
You will report to the Head of Data Engineering, working closely with the rest of the Data Engineering and
Platform teams.

Profile Sought
Essential:
-

BSc degree in relevant subject or equivalent industry experience
Experience of developing geospatial systems and processes
Understanding and experience of common geospatial standards, formats and services
Demonstrable experience in software development with Python
A professional approach with a 'can do' attitude
Ability to work collaboratively with colleagues to solve problems
Be organised, take initiative and work effectively to meet deadlines
Good communication skills and excellent command of English

Desirable:
- Experience of MongoDB or other NoSQL databases
- Experience of Apache Airflow
- Experience of AWS
- Experience of Ansible or similar (e.g. Puppet)
- Experience of Linux environments
- Experience of Data science tools e.g. NumPy, Pandas, GeoPandas
- Experience of API design and development
- Experience of Continuous Integration Tools
- Experience of Version Control Systems (we use Git)

Location
The Data Engineer will be based out of our Oxford office.

Compensation
As per the offer letter.

Applications
Please email covering letter and CV by 31 August 2019 to recruitment@mapof.ag
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